
 - Total weight of only 2.4 kg
 - Comes with matching shoulder bag (1.2 m in length)
 - Finned sand pole included
 - Wide variety of playful canopy colours and patterns to choose from

Personal, wind-stable sun protection in breezes that see 
other beach umbrellas blown away.

SPECIFICATIONS 

A. Canopy Diameter 160 cm

B. Total Height  142 cm

C. Ground Clearance (sand pole buried to 50 cm)    110 cm

Shade Area  1.7 m2

Weight (frame and canopy) 2.4 kg

ANCHORING OPTIONS 

Finned Sand Pole (included)

ACCESSORIES & EXTRAS 

Matching shoulder bag and small shovel included

Replaceable components

Custom printed polyester canopies available

RED RED/WHITE ALT RED STRIPE BLUE BLUE/WHITE ALT BLUE STRIPE BLACK BLACK/WHITE ALT OYSTER WHITE

CANOPY OPTIONS
 - Olefin 220 gsm woven fabric.
 - ASTM rated ‘Very Good’ (UPF 50+), weather-ability and colour-fastness.
 - Light weight, strong and easy to clean.
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SPECIFICATIONS 

A. Canopy Diameter 220 cm

B. Total Height 255 cm 

C. Ground Clearance (open on base) 210 cm

D. Ground Clearance (canopy closed) 130 cm

Shade Area 3.2 m2

Weight (frame and canopy) 4.9 kg

Weight (with stainless steel centre pole) 6.7 kg

 - Versatile model that can be easily used in an endless number of outdoor environments
 - Designed for anchoring with the sand pole, movable paver base and camlock system
 - Weighs only 6 kg when packaged with the sand pole in the carry bag 
 - 3.2 m2 shade area provides ample sun protection for a family of four
 - Marine grade polished stainless steel centre pole option

For whenever and wherever portable wind-stable sun 
protection is required.

ANCHORING OPTIONS 

Fixed Camlock Base

Movable Camlock Base

Movable Paver Base

Sand Pole

ACCESSORIES & EXTRAS 

Polished stainless steel centre pole option

'Beach-pack' option (sand pole & shoulder bag)

Zip-up carry bag for anchoring components

CANOPY OPTIONS
 - Olefin 220 gsm woven fabric.
 - ASTM rated ‘Very Good’ (UPF 50+), weather-ability and colour-fastness.
 - Light weight, strong and easy to clean.
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 - Has all the versatility of the F-220 with over 60% more shade area (5.1 m2)
 - Easily managed in personal and commercial outdoor environments
 - Marine grade polished stainless steel centre pole option
 - Convenient zip-up carry bag to transport and store multiple anchoring components

Poolside, seaside, roadside, camping, fishing, dining... 
the possible applications are limitless.

ANCHORING OPTIONS 

Fixed Camlock Base

Movable Camlock Base

Movable Paver Base

Sand Pole

ACCESSORIES & EXTRAS 

Polished stainless steel centre pole option

'Beach-pack' option (sand pole & shoulder bag)

Zip-up carry bag and protective cover

SPECIFICATIONS 

A. Canopy Diameter 280 cm

B. Total Height  255 cm 

C. Ground Clearance (open on base) 210 cm

D. Ground Clearance (canopy closed) 100 cm

Shade Area  5.1 m2

Weight (frame and canopy) 6.4 kg

Weight (with stainless steel centre pole) 8.6 kg

CANOPY OPTIONS
 - Recacril® solution dyed woven acrylic fabric (300 gsm).
 - ASTM and AATCC rated ‘Excellent’ (UPF 50+), weather-ability and colour-fastness.
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 - Expansive 7.1 m2 of shade area
 - Head clearance of 210 cm and neatly collapses above standard height tables
 - Easily anchored with the movable paver base or camlock system
 - Canopy ‘Fin’ can be optionally branded for commercial signage and sponsorship
 - Marine grade polished stainless steel centre pole option

Designed to remain permanently outdoors in fixed 
locations, the ideal size for entertainment settings.

SPECIFICATIONS 

A. Canopy Diameter 330 cm

B. Total Height  265 cm 

C. Ground Clearance (open on base) 210 cm

D. Ground Clearance (canopy closed) 85 cm

Shade Area  7.1 m2

Weight (frame and canopy) 10.7 kg

Weight (with stainless steel centre pole) 14.3 kg

ANCHORING OPTIONS 

Fixed Camlock Base

Movable Camlock Base

Movable Paver Base

ACCESSORIES & EXTRAS  

Polished stainless steel centre pole option

Zip-up protective cover

Replaceable componentsBURGUNDY PACIFIC BLUE NAVY BLUE PISTACHIO CHARCOAL 
TWEED

TAUPE LINEN OYSTER WHITE

CANOPY OPTIONS
 - Recacril® solution dyed woven acrylic fabric (300 gsm).
 - ASTM and AATCC rated ‘Excellent’ (UPF 50+), weather-ability and colour-fastness.
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 - 4 meter wide hexagonal canopy provides over 10.4 m2 of shade area
 - Perfect for mingling crowds at wineries, weddings, events, sports venues and public areas
 - Interchangeable canopies allow for cost-effective design changes to suit different settings
 - All components constructed using highest quality outdoor materials and readily replaceable
 - Marine grade polished stainless steel centre pole option

Our largest ‘market’ size model that maintains long-term 
strength, stability and manageability.

SPECIFICATIONS 

A. Canopy Diameter 400 cm

B. Total Height 265 cm 

C. Ground Clearance (open on base) 210 cm

D. Ground Clearance (canopy closed) 50 cm

Shade Area 10.4 m2

Weight (frame and canopy) 12.7 kg

Weight (with stainless steel centre pole) 16.4 kg

ANCHORING OPTIONS 

Fixed Camlock Base

Movable Camlock Base

Movable Paver Base

ACCESSORIES & EXTRAS 

Polished stainless steel centre pole option

Zip-up protective cover

Replaceable components
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BURGUNDY PACIFIC BLUE NAVY BLUE PISTACHIO CHARCOAL 
TWEED

TAUPE LINEN OYSTER WHITE

CANOPY OPTIONS
 - Recacril® solution dyed woven acrylic fabric (300 gsm).
 - ASTM and AATCC rated ‘Excellent’ (UPF 50+), weather-ability and colour-fastness.
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